Nuclear mRNA surveillance.
Recent studies demonstrate that the factors involved in mRNA processing specify the fate of a transcript. The mRNA is either committed for export to the cytoplasm or accumulates in the nucleus, where it may be degraded. These studies reveal crosstalk among the nuclear events faced by the pre-mRNA. It is becoming evident that the components of the mRNA synthesis machinery interact with each other to establish a distinct surveillance mechanism that determines release of the transcript from the transcription site for further export and utilisation. Recent advances suggest that the major nuclear decay machinery, the nuclear exosome, and an Rrp6p-specific complex coordinate with processing factors to perform a unique regulatory function that determines its fate: either confinement of the defective mRNA at its transcription site, or release from its site of transcription for further processing and export or decay. Furthermore, message-specific regulatory mechanisms correspond with the nuclear mRNA synthesis machinery to control gene expression.